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Current Ways 3kW On Board Chargers in Multiple Configurations 
 
The Current Ways 3kW chargers, either liquid or air cooled, can be installed in several configurations 
to produce higher charging power and also a combination of higher power and higher voltage.  This 
gives the vehicle maker the opportunity to charge a large battery pack at a higher rate for faster 
charge times, or a higher voltage pack when needed.  Whatever your charging needs, from 72V / 3kW 
through 900V / 24kW, the Current Ways BC series chargers can fulfill your requirements! 
 
The need for higher power is satisfied by connection of chargers in parallel (Figure 1).  This can be 
done with any of the 72V (48-96V), 96V (72-120V), 112-225V, and 225-450V models.  Simple parallel 
connection of the AC power input, DC power output, and CAN bus connections need to be made.  If 
the system is to be powered from an SAE J1772 charging station, the Pilot and Proximity connections 
from the EVSE are made to only one of the chargers – for any of the following applications, and it 
does not matter to which of the chargers the connections are made. 
 
The internal charger firmware recognizes the connections made and establishes a “master” and 
“slave” relationship to the host, so the host sees a virtual single charger, but individual charger  
diagnostics are fully available.  The Current Ways VIP control and setup software is a GUI for  
Windows based computers for engineering system development, giving the system designer full  
setup and monitoring control for system configuration, testing, and validation.  Once set up, the CAN 
host fully controls the charger. 
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When more than 450V is needed, as is typical for busses or trucks with 600-800V battery systems, two 
225-450V range chargers can be installed with outputs in series connection (Figure 2).  This  
connection results in a 450-900V, 6kW charging system.  Note that a series diode needs to be added 
in the output loop for system protection in case of a fault.  Full details of this connection system,  
operational mode, and the diode requirements are available in the Current Ways Application Note 
AN001. 
 
While the firmware needs to be pre-set for this operational mode, the presentation to the host by the 
charger’s CAN bus is again as a virtual single charger for the pair, with diagnostics information  
available to the host for each charger.  Current Ways VIP software provides the facility to perform and 
monitor this special setup function. 
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Typically, larger vehicles with 600-800V battery systems have higher capacity, and thus higher  
charging power is required.  This need is satisfied by connecting multiple seriesed pairs (as in Figure 
2) in parallel (Figure 3).  Charging power up to 24kW is possible with this connection system.  While 
this system again needs to be pre-set into each charger, and each pair of chargers appears as a  
virtual single charger to the host with a separate CAN ID for each pair, the Current Ways VIP software  
provides the facility to perform and monitor this special setup function.  Other CAN tools can be used 
as well for development and system testing and validation. 
 
 

 

Figure 3 
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Established in 2008, Current Ways has been designing and manufacturing in the USA, ruggedized high-

voltage electric vehicle battery chargers for the fast growing electric vehicle market. Current Ways is a spin-

off of LHV Power Corp., which has been a leading provider of Low and High Voltage Power Supplies for over 

20 years. Utilizing LHV Power’s extensive experience in high voltage power management systems and  

design, our engineering team has developed a high voltage charging system that is compatible to most all 

BMS and battery chemistries. Current Ways has a global presence with long established relationships with 

high volume manufacturing facilities in the Far East for cost reduction and rapid growth to meet the global 

demand.  

 

OUR MARKETS:  

 

Electric Vehicles – Both OEM and Conversion shops building PEV (Plug-In Electric Vehicles) or PHEV 

(Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles)  

 

Electric Medium and Heavy Duty Trucks and Vans – Trucks typically need higher voltage charging. The 

Current Ways Charger can be paralleled to reduce the charge time 6kW, 9kW, up to 60kW depending on the 

charge requirements. Two (2) chargers can be put in series to charge up to a 900Vdc battery pack. 

 

Energy Storage Systems – Large cells of batteries are charged via solar panels and/or wind turbines. The 

Current Ways Charger monitors and charges the batteries to keep them at their peak performance.  

 

Vehicle Charging Stations – Electric Vehicle remote charging is an important step to the EV infrastructure.  

Current Ways will support the industry by supplying AC/DC Chargers for integration into Level 3 DC charge 

stations. 

 

MADE IN THE USA 

Current Ways designs and manufactures the BC-Series EV Battery Charger in the USA, right in San Diego, 

California creating new jobs and opportunity. We have extensive global resources and have the ability to 

ramp up quickly to meet your demand.  


